RED JACKET ‘JORDAN’ HOTEL
c.1862

The Red Jacket or ‘Jordan’ Hotel, the first licensed hotel in the Jordan Goldfields, was established in May 1862 by
Michael and Anne O’Keefe who travelled to the newly discovered goldfields after their marriage in Geelong in 1961.
O’Keefe’s hotel became the focal point for the Red Jacket township and Lower Jordan community for over 50 years with Annie O’Keefe often
being acclaimed as a most genial host.
In 1865 the hotel consisting of 2 sitting rooms and 3 bedrooms was described as “..For this wild district, a comfortable
sort of place and a great acquisition to a thirsty traveller whose tea-total principles in no way interfered with his choice
between dirty water and good clean grog..”
The Postal Department opened a branch at Red Jacket in 1865, and between 1871-1875 Michael O’Keefe became the postmaster, operating
this business from the hotel. The hotel was his prime occupation, yet he had an interest in the town and in mining matters in general.
Known mostly as Annie, the majority of Mrs O’Keefe’s life revolved around managing the hotel and her great interest in affairs of the town. With a
good number of children of her own (she given birth to nine children), her concern was with the quality of education at Red Jacket. In 1873 she
wrote to the Board of Education to re-open the school. Another of her charities was the Upper Goulburn and District Hospital, Wood’s Point, and
for this organisation she constantly made collections and raised funds.
Michael O’Keefe’s death in 1894 was a great loss to not only his immediate family, but to the entire mining community of Red Jacket and
surrounding districts. Correspondence from the Gippsland Guardian in July 1862:
“At O’Keefe’s restaurant I never received better and kinder entertainment in my life. Nothing was considered too much
provided they could make you comfortable. The hospitable host was thoroughly delighted with the newly acquired connection
with Gippsland. I left his house with a feeling which will not easily be forgotten. Through Mr O’Keefe I was enabled to see and
learn more of the actual diggings than I otherwise could have done; and was greatly astonished to learn that a large quantity
of gold was actually buried in the ground for want of some safe facility for removing it to safer custody…”
Anne O’Keefe, this remarkable woman continued on with raising her youngest children and the management of the hotel.
In the early part of 1900s, the Licensing Board reduced the number of operational hotels; and the Jordan Hotel was denied a license to sell liquor.
Undaunted, Mrs O’Keefe retained the old hotel as her family home and secured the license of James Toner’s Junction Hotel, Mount Lookout in
1904, until her death in 1913.
Miss Catherine O’Keefe (later Mrs Michael Reilly) pictured
in what is believed to be the parlour of the Red Jacket
Hotel circa 1900. Note the family portraits, wall
decorations and the photograph of the Catholic
Archbishop Thomas J. Carr.

One of the Gippsland newspapers, the Walhalla Chronicle, published the obituary of Mrs O’Keefe:
“The death of Mrs Anne O’Keefe, of Red Jacket, will be received with wide spread regret, not only throughout
the ranges where she was noted for her warm hearted hospitality, but for travellers far and wide. Her hotel was a
popular stopping place, as besides exceptionally clean and well conducted, the visitor was always sure of pleasant
entertainment from the owner, whose quaint Irish speech and humorous anecdotes made her a special favourite..”
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